Tuesday, June 4 2019
To the members of the Justice Committee
RE: Submission on my own behalf, Nora Loreto

Neoliberalism and the Internet — two powerful forces that have fundamentally shifted how
people understand themselves in relation to others — have created global networks for people
to find each other like never before. Any interest, fear, desire or rage can find a community to
call home. At the same time, people in the West report experiencing a crushing isolation that as
far as we know, humanity has never before experienced.
At the nexus of these two forces are online communities, support groups, forums, direct
message chats and video hangouts. They bring people together to play or talk, to learn or
debate. At best, they create the community that we lack — the community that we used to find
in church or temple halls, community clubs, rec centres or along our downtowns’ main drags.
At worst, online communities bring out the most destructive elements of both forces. Crushing
loneliness is an accelerant and online forums are a spark. They meet one another and explode.
That’s the only way to understand how the far right is organizing itself and rising, both online
and in real life. Ever since I was first targeted by white supremacists in Toronto in 2006, I’ve
watched their movements grow and evolve: their confidence build, buoyed by the acceptable
racist discourses that flow from characters like Donald Trump. As their confidence has grown, so
too has the sophistication. Sophisticated racist tropes have become mainstream — so
mainstream, that sometimes the person who shares the trope doesn’t even understand why it’s
racist.
This has been broadly documented and I expect you’ve read everything written by Mack
Lamoureux at Vice, at least to start.
I start there because it’s critical to put into context why I became an international whipping post
in April 2018. As one of Canada’s few white writers who writes about racism and white
supremacy, I’m an easy target for hate. Anyone who poses a threat to the status quo, whether
it’s because of what they write, or whether it’s because their very existence stands in opposition
to the Canadian state, is a target for online hate.
Whenever some orders go out to attack, and I’m not always sure where those orders come
from, my feed is swarmed by trolls and bots, and a real person here and there. It’s happened
consistently over the past five years, but nothing compared to April 2018.
After Canadians had donated $4 million to the victims of the Humboldt Broncos hockey team
disaster, I dared to question our collective generosity when tragedy strikes. Despite the
overwhelming evidence to support the fact that we Canadians give less to people who are
socially marginalized, I was called many things for my infamous four tweets, which challenged
Canadians to be as generous in all times of tragedy, not just when tragedy hits what we
understand to be the perfect victim: innocent white, young, male, hockey players. The bus

accident in April 2018 was horrifying. No parent, no team, no community should have to
experience this. But it’s also true that Canadians have a hard time being equally generous — a
reality that was proven just a few weeks later when the Toronto van attack happened and 11
people were murdered.
Thanks to the work of many people to promote these tweets, from online conservative activists
to some staff at the Toronto Sun, and monetized by groups like The Rebel and Ontario Proud,
the tweets were turned into something with which to teach me a lesson — to not talk about
systemic inequality. The tweets were put in front of the faces of people in mourning. They were
broadcast. Now-premier Jason Kenney wrote a Facebook status about how terrible I am for
having said what I said, and thousands of people commented about how horrible and miserable
I must be. Sarah Palin weighed in. Arguably, it was the perfect wedge issue to solidify and grow
their political base, or their readership: self-hating white girl makes the tragedy about gender
and race. Except, in Canada, everything is about gender and race, as the Toronto Sun, Jason
Kenney, Ontario Proud and The Rebel well know.
I became “Canada’s most hated person” — the same day that Alexandre Bissonnette’s
sentencing trial heard about the cold, calculated manner in which he murdered six and injured
dozens of my concitoyens. The irony wasn’t lost on me.
The tweet launched me into the stratosphere. I had to turn my phone off for a week. I received a
barrage of phone calls from people telling me all manner of things. Every boss that The Mob
decided I had worked for received phone calls telling them to fire me (this included people I had
never had any contact with). My family members were targeted. My grandmother received
messages that she thankfully couldn’t see because she’s not yet perfect at Facebook. I received
hundreds of threats. I lost contracts. I was publicly denounced and blacklisted by Maclean’s
Magazine. I had very few public champions with any power. The mob pretty much won.
My twitter feed had 27 million interactions that week. Combined with the barrage on Facebook, I
received a message once every eight seconds or so.
The messages had the clear intent of isolating me (socially, professionally) and then push me to
suicide. It was a tsunami of non-stop insults and harassment that touched on how I look, my
gender, whether or not I’m Jewish and all the ways in which I should suffer for having the gall to
state a simple matter of fact. Had the threats worked and my family, friends and employers had
agreed with these harassers, I honestly don’t know how I would have survived it.
Key to generating this hate were online groups, both groups explicitly dedicated to hate and
conservative meme generators who need soft content to rile up their members and be engaged.
In the aftermath of that event, I’m now marked. I know that everything I write is monitored by
folks who are looking for the right moment to seize on my words, contort them, and profit off my
misery. God forbid I ever have a bad day and write something regrettable. Whether these
groups are profiting literally, in the case of The Rebel fundraising off of me, or figuratively by
solidifying their political supporters, it has the same effect, and therefore serves the same
purpose. The internet hate machine generates hate and then profits off hate. It profits off
causing misery to others. Politicians leverage this machine to win elections by inventing a
monster and using that monster to stroke egos or scare souls, all to consolidate supporters.

Since April 2018, the threats have continued. The Metacanada subreddit has often promoted
something I've written to corral people towards my social media feeds and attack me. A
comment I made about children gathering pitchforks to go after oil execs for destroying the
planet (which was, so obviously, satire), was promoted by Jason Kenney, whose trolls mobilized
to have my twitter account suspended. Indeed, I’ve been suspended three times in the past year
from Twitter, and never was it over comments that were threatening, inciting hate or violent.
These are coordinated attacks. I can see the waves as they rise and fall in my newsfeeds. Just
this week, a comment I made about how philanthropy used to launder someone's reputation has
resulted in another barrage of hate. When I posed the question: what church is ultra-Catholic
crusader and white nationalist Faith Goldy a member of, photos of where I live were circulated
online. I had a child services complaint made against me in September 2018.
These waves are coordinated and directly linked to online forums where hateful people gather.
There is not much distance between the Yellow Vests Canada, for example, a group that
espouses racism freely and openly, and the Conservative Party and its provincial counterpoints,
where sitting politicians welcomed and embraced the United We Roll convoy, co-organized by
the Yellow Vests. What accounts for this connection? Are there racists among elected
conservative politicians? Or is it just another way to profit off of an issue by consolidating
support and using a disaffected group of people, a horde who is willing to kneecap your
opposition by harassing them into silence, and off social media? It’s a nice way to keep your
hands clean while your critics are dealt body blows.
The worst impact isn’t what they do to me, or what they will do to me. I’m not scared or hurt by
these tactics (though my employment is very clearly impacted). But swarming critics with
intense harassment isn’t just about silencing critics of the status quo. It’s also about scaring
potential critics into staying silent. Coordinating harassment towards writers and activists who
challenge the status quo intends to reform what is acceptable in Canadian discourse and what
is abhorrent. The goal posts move so far to the right that basic, true critiques of Canadian
nationalism or politics or society are made to be dangerous: they’re dangerous to write,
dangerous to publish, dangerous to give a platform to. That’s the insidious impact of online hate
— that in addition to the real-world violence that we know spills from it, and I know my friends
from the Centre culture Islamique de Québec have already addressed this committee — our
collective ability to challenge power and challenge inequity becomes dangerous. Literally
dangerous.
And whose interests does that serve?
Attached to this letter a small number of the violent threats I received in the aftermath of the
April 2018 tweets. I’ve received many more since, but these are what I saved. For every one of
these, there are hundreds more comments telling me I suck in some uncreative way. The
attached images contain vile, violent and racist comments, and lewd photos.
Should you have any questions, or require anything further, please don’t hesitate to be in touch.
Sincerely,
Nora Loreto
Quebec City

